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Mission:Mission:

““To allow rapid communication and To allow rapid communication and 
comparison of critical parameters of comparison of critical parameters of 
methods for use with methods selection methods for use with methods selection 
and/or methods modifications and data and/or methods modifications and data 
comparabilitycomparability””
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What is NEMI?What is NEMI?

Online clearinghouse of environmental Online clearinghouse of environmental 
methods    methods    http://http://www.nemi.govwww.nemi.gov
Methods for water, air, soils/sediment, Methods for water, air, soils/sediment, 
and tissueand tissue
Chemical, microbiological, Chemical, microbiological, 
population/community, toxicity tests, and population/community, toxicity tests, and 
moremore
SearchableSearchable
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WhatWhat’’s in NEMI?s in NEMI?

Almost 1,100 environmental monitoring Almost 1,100 environmental monitoring 
methods:methods:

Chemical, radiochemical, and biological methodsChemical, radiochemical, and biological methods
Methods for analysis, sample collection and Methods for analysis, sample collection and 
preparation, and toxicity testingpreparation, and toxicity testing

Performance data Performance data -- detection levels, accuracy & precisiondetection levels, accuracy & precision
QA/QC requirements QA/QC requirements 
Relative cost Relative cost 
EPA Regulatory StatusEPA Regulatory Status

Methods from 22 sources, including Federal Methods from 22 sources, including Federal 
agencies, states, and private organizationsagencies, states, and private organizations
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Who is NEMI?Who is NEMI?

Created by the Methods and Data Created by the Methods and Data 
Comparability BoardComparability Board
Support from EPA and USGSSupport from EPA and USGS
Many entities enter their own methods Many entities enter their own methods 
using online datausing online data--entry toolsentry tools
CRADACRADA
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Why do we need NEMI?Why do we need NEMI?
Significant resources are expended annually to Significant resources are expended annually to 
collect water quality datacollect water quality data

Water quality data is collected by numerous agencies Water quality data is collected by numerous agencies 
and by varying methodologies and by varying methodologies 
Need to compare and recommend methods that Need to compare and recommend methods that 
facilitate collaboration and yield facilitate collaboration and yield comparablecomparable data and data and 
assessment resultsassessment results
Full method texts range up to 100+ pages in length Full method texts range up to 100+ pages in length ----
Difficult to compare advantages and disadvantages of Difficult to compare advantages and disadvantages of 
one method with another using full method textsone method with another using full method texts

Save time and moneySave time and money
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New Features in NEMINew Features in NEMI

““Greenness ProfilesGreenness Profiles””
NEMINEMI--CBR CBR –– extension of NEMI for extension of NEMI for 
homeland security (Chemical, Biological, homeland security (Chemical, Biological, 
and Radiological methods) and Radiological methods) 
Field protocols for biological sampling, Field protocols for biological sampling, 
physical habitat (beta)physical habitat (beta)
Toxicity testingToxicity testing
SampleSample--collectioncollection
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Greenness ProfilesGreenness Profiles

Developed in cooperation with the Green Developed in cooperation with the Green 
Chemistry Institute of the ACSChemistry Institute of the ACS
Grant from the ACS Petroleum Research Grant from the ACS Petroleum Research 
FundFund
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Why Greenness Profiles?Why Greenness Profiles?

in many instances, the analytical methods in many instances, the analytical methods 
used for water monitoring and testing are used for water monitoring and testing are 
not very sustainable or not very sustainable or ““greengreen””, often , often 
using:using:

hazardous solvents and reagentshazardous solvents and reagents
generating large quantities of wastegenerating large quantities of waste
using large amounts of energyusing large amounts of energy
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Greenness ProfilesGreenness Profiles
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Field protocolsField protocols

Biological Population/communityBiological Population/community
Benthic Benthic macroinvertebratesmacroinvertebrates
Later 2008: algae and fishLater 2008: algae and fish

Water collectionWater collection
Surface & ground waterSurface & ground water

Physical measurementsPhysical measurements
Methods for temp, SC, DO, etc.Methods for temp, SC, DO, etc.
Turbidity, sediment (coming soon)Turbidity, sediment (coming soon)
Habitat (draft)Habitat (draft)
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New functionality featuresNew functionality features

MultiMulti--analyteanalyte searchessearches
Keyword searchKeyword search

NEMI v. 3.0 (Coming late 2008)NEMI v. 3.0 (Coming late 2008)
““My methodsMy methods”” –– save your favorite queriessave your favorite queries
Easier method category searchesEasier method category searches
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NEMINEMI--CBRCBR

Extension of NEMI for water security useExtension of NEMI for water security use
LimitedLimited--access databaseaccess database

Water utilitiesWater utilities

Contains information on method rapidity, Contains information on method rapidity, 
screening and confirmatory methodsscreening and confirmatory methods
229 methods229 methods
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CBR AdvisorCBR Advisor

Expert system companion to NEMIExpert system companion to NEMI--CBRCBR
Obtain advice to:Obtain advice to:

Select appropriate methods for any given situationSelect appropriate methods for any given situation
Classify threat warningsClassify threat warnings
Threat evaluation and immediate responseThreat evaluation and immediate response
Site characterization, evaluation, and entrySite characterization, evaluation, and entry
When and why screening methods are usedWhen and why screening methods are used
How to collect, package, and ship samplesHow to collect, package, and ship samples

Based on EPABased on EPA’’s Response Protocol Toolboxs Response Protocol Toolbox
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Questions? Comments?Questions? Comments?
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Contact NEMIContact NEMI

Send email to Send email to 
““nemi@usgs.govnemi@usgs.gov””
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